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                    Bitcode AI


                    
                        The World is Embracing Crypto like Never Before. A Major Crypto Boom is About to Happen. Bitcode AI is here to help you to Trade in this Boom. We use AI technology to study crypto big data and deliver highly accurate trades.
 
All trading involves risk!
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                        Ai-driven Trading


                        
                            You are probably aware of the immense potential found in Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI technology is the key to high-level automation. Bitcode AI is driven by the most powerful subsets of AI. These subsets include Natural Language Processing (NLP), Machine Learning (ML), and Deep Learning (DL).
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                        Advanced News Trading


                        
                            The NLP subset of AI enables machines to read human language with 100% accuracy. Bitcode AI algorithms are driven by NLP to study breaking news and predict their impact on crypto prices. The algorithm is super accurate and makes money in at least 9/10 of the trades generated through this technique.
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                        Advanced Price Trend Analysis


                        
                            Price Trend Study is a powerful technique implemented in all assets trading. This technique involves an in-depth study of crypto price big data to identify cyclical patterns. Our system can generate predictive price charts with high-level accuracy. The platform generates trades from these price charts.
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            Explore the Top Cryptocurrencies to invest in today
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                                Disclaimer: Cryptocurrency is a volatile asset and all investing incurs risk

                            

                            
                                
                                    A $10,000 investment at the time of a low would be worth $7,700. That's an increase of $7,700!
                                

                                
                                    Source: Coin Market Cap
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                                ETHEREUM - Ethereum
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                                Attention: Cryptocurrency proves to be an unstable asset, and all investment activities entail a certain level of risk.

                            

                            
                                
                                    An investment of $10,000 during a recent market downturn has yielded a remarkable return, reaching a value exceeding $12,300.
                                

                                
                                    Source: Coin Market Cap
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                                Attention: Cryptocurrency, being a highly volatile asset, carries inherent risks and caution should be exercised when investing.

                            

                            
                                
                                    Investing $10,000 during a recent market downturn would have resulted in a significant boost to your portfolio.
                                

                                
                                    Source: Coin Market Cap
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                Why Trade with Bitcode AI?
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                            A massive crypto boom is about to happen! This crypto boom will push crypto prices to unimaginable levels. Bitcoin is expected to break the $100,000 mark in the first two weeks of the boom.
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                            The altcoins will follow suit, with some less-known ones breaking the trillion-dollar mark in market capitalization. Bitcode AI is set to help you make fortunes in this boom. Our trading system is already helping users earn amazing profits in the current volatility.
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                            You don’t have to worry about affordability since you can start trading with as little as USD 250. This little amount could grow tremendously in the coming months. You must be ready to reinvest 80% of the daily profits for a couple of weeks if you decide to start with such a small amount.

                        

                    

                            

        

    

    
        
            Trade Viral Crypto Assets Through Our Powerful AI Algorithm
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                Learn More about Bitcode AI
            
        

    

    
        
            Frequently Asked Questions


            
                                
                    1. Is Bitcode AI genuine?

                    
                        Bitcode AI is genuine. We operate in the transparency of DLT technology. Moreover, we operate under the watch of leading regulators. These regulators monitor our activities through our partner brokers. Bitcode AI isn’t a scam it’s genuine!

                    

                

                                
                    2. Does Bitcode AI charge signup fees?

                    
                        We do not charge a dime in registration or trading fees. Moreover, the trading commission we take on a profitable trade is insignificant. You can learn more about Bitcode AI fees in the guide published on the resources page.

                    

                

                                
                    3. Do I need skills to trade with Bitcode AI?

                    
                        You don’t need any background in crypto or forex to trade with us. We do all the trading for you through our AI-driven trading algorithm. You have an option to automate the non-technical functions such as withdrawals too.

                    

                

                                
                    4. How do I access the Bitcode AI app?

                    
                        You need to register, login, and deposit the trading capital to access the Bitcode AI hybrid app download link. We are working on a native app that will be available on the Play Store and Google Play. You can access Bitcode AI worldwide, from Australia, Canada or South Africa!

                    

                

                                
                    5. Is Bitcode AI regulated?

                    
                        We operate in a strictly regulated environment. Bitcode AI is a tool that works through a broker. We ensure that all the brokers comply with the regulatory requirements of the jurisdiction of operation.

                    

                

                                
                    6. How do I access Bitcode AI customer services?

                    
                        Our customer support services are available 24/5, Monday through Friday. You can contact us through the contact form on this page or call us through the phone number provided after registration. You can also send us an email, but it may take a couple of hours before we get back.

                    

                

                            


            
                Bitcode AI Cryptocurrency Trading System Review – An in-depth Perspective!

                
                    
                        What is Bitcode AI?
Bitcode AI is a platform that trades highly volatile cryptocurrencies on behalf of the user. The system uses a multi-strategy approach to deliver the best results for users.
These strategies are coded into AI algorithms that can capture and trade the volatility. Bitcode AI makes money from all volatility in the bull and the bear markets. During a bear market, the platform applies advanced short-selling to maintain profitability.
Our platform is built for the ordinary person with zero experience in trading. This is because it does all the trading on autopilot and delivers the profits straight to the user account. Trading with us is mostly highly lucrative.
But we never guarantee returns since the crypto markets are highly dynamic. We recommend that you keep this in mind when trading with us. We advise our clients to always be in control of their trading emotions.
You should apply the risk management tools that come with our trading platform to manage these emotions. Also, you should evaluate your risk appetite carefully to determine the amount to invest.
Tradable Products
We give you exposure to a variety of products. These revolve around BTC centred CFDs and tokenized stock trading.
There is a lot of technical information behind these financial derivatives. However, such knowledge won’t influence your trading outcome. Complete beginners can easily navigate through our platform and start earning money immediately.
If you are not interested in the nitty-gritty behind the Bitcode AI trading system, you can skip the section below.
Bitcode AI CFDs on Crypto
We generate most income by riding bitcoin volatility through Contract for Differences (CFDs). A CFD is a unique financial instrument that allows the trader to make money on the ups and downs of an asset without owning it.
We trade up to 160 CFDs on bitcoin pairs. These pairs feature bitcoin as the base and trending altcoins as the quote. We also trade bitcoin paired against the top 7 most traded fiat currencies. These currencies include USD, GBP, EUR, CAD, JPY, CHF, and the Renminbi.
Bitcode AI trades the CFDs on crypto using the leverage of 2000:1. We source this leverage from the supporting brokers. Our AI algorithms derive trades from big data analysis. The reliance on big data improves accuracy hence ensuring high-level profitability.
Bitcode AI stock Trading
We have introduced a unique way of making money on trending stocks using tokenized stocks. The tokenized stocks concept is generally new in the market.
Bitcode AI is the only platform that exposes you to this nascent but highly rewarding market. In the most basic terms, tokenized stocks refer to crypto that mirrors the price swings of an underlying stock. This means that the value of the crypto is influenced by the volatility of the underlying stock.
Our platform gives you exposure to tokenized stocks mirrored on fortune 500 stocks. These stocks include Netflix, Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Tesla. You also get exposure to crypto mirrored on commodities such as Oil, Gold, Silver, and Copper.
The volatility of tokenized stocks is lower than that of the other cryptocurrencies. Consequently, the CFDs on tokenized stocks minimize risk when trading with us. The risk is never fully neutralized, and therefore you should take extra precautions and only invest a small part of your disposable income.
Can I use Bitcode AI on my smartphone?
Bitcode AI offers a web trader compatible with nearly all browsers. However, we insist that you trade on Chrome, Safari, Mozilla, or Brave.
These are the safest browsers today. You should always be cautious since highly profitable trading systems such as ours are always a prime target for cyberattacks. The Bitcode AI web browser should work on desktop and mobile browsers.
You can install the mobile web trader as a hybrid app through a link shared in the welcome email. Please note that this link can also be accessed at the bottom of our trading resources page.
Bitcode AI Reviews – Popularity Score!
We are popular with people from all walks of life. Bitcode AI delivers the best trading results in the entire crypto industry.
This is despite our platform being extremely easy to use. We have huge followership in the passive online income community. Bitcode AI appeals to these types of investors since very little time is required to use it.
You only need 20 minutes or less daily to set Bitcode AI for trading. The platform should be left to run without interruption for up to 8 hours daily. Users must end the trading session at 4:00 PM of the chosen trading session to avoid rollover fees.
Bitcode AI receives up to a thousand reviews daily. You can peruse the reviews on sites such as Trustpilot and Reddit to learn about us. We are proud of the great ratings all over the web.

                    

                    
                        How to invest in Bitcode AI
Trading with us should be a cakewalk if you put enough effort into understanding the platform. Some settings must be adjusted before starting a live session. You need to get the settings right to get the best results out of this platform.
Ignoring the settings guide and not testing the platform on the demo could lead to costly mistakes. Most of those who lose money with our trading system are those who do not follow the trading instructions closely.
1. Signup with Bitcode AI
The registration happens through the form above. Fill it out carefully and click the submit button to continue. You will need to follow our password creation guide carefully to secure your account. Take the password creation process seriously since this is always the first line of defence against attacks.
2. Verify your registration with a linked broker
You will be redirected to an underlying broker’s verification page. The broker’s verification aligns with the global regulations to prevent money laundering.
Any financial institution worth its salt must have KYC measures in place. The ID verification is part of these measures. Verifying the ID with our partner broker is plain sailing.
3. Deposit a minimum of $250 with the broker
The $250 is your trading capital and should be deposited via the assigned broker. You can use a wire transfer or debit/credit card to deposit.
Some e-wallets and crypto wallets may apply with some brokers. The deposit is free, and the money should reflect in your trading account within a few minutes.
4. Familiarize with our platform through the demo
Click on the trading resources tab to watch the introduction video and test our platform on the demo. Dedicate at least an hour to demo to be fully prepared.
The video should explain everything that you need to know about our platform. You can always contact the dedicated account manager if you have any questions or need clarifications.
5. Start a live session
This should be a walk in the park if you have taken the trading preparation seriously. Remember that failure to take the demo test could make mistakes during the live account settings.
A small mistake in the risk control settings can translate to a negative trading outcome. Set Bitcode AI as explained in the guide and toggle the live session button to get started.
Advantages of investing with Bitcode AI
Bitcode AI is a platform developed to make the bitcoin trading journey easier, fun, and insanely profitable. Many of our users are living their financial dream thanks to our super-profitable auto-trading system.
Bitcode AI implements a multi-strategy approach to crypto trading. This approach ensures that tens of profitability opportunities are captured every minute.
Trading with us starts at a click of a button. The 3 top reasons as to why you should give Bitcode AI a try are explained below.
Superior performance
No bitcoin trading system out there can beat Bitcode AI in profitability. We have a track record of delivering superior returns to our clients. The trading algorithm behind our platform analyses crypto big data for accurate decision making.
Easy to use trading platform
There is nothing to worry about if you are just getting started on crypto. You don’t need to know anything about crypto trading to use Bitcode AI. We conduct all the crypto volatility research and order placing for you. 
Fast and free withdrawals
Your withdrawal should reflect in your account within an hour of sending the withdrawal request. We have secured the payment process to ensure that only the account user can withdraw.
Is Bitcode AI scam or Legit? The Verdict!
The likelihood of living your financial dream through crypto trading is highly possible through the Bitcode AI trading system.
We have helped many achieve this goal. There is no reason why you shouldn’t join the growing list of our happy clients. Bitcode AI has been tested hundreds of times by experts, and the findings are amazing.
All the proof of our genuineness and transparency is published on this page. You must be fully convinced of our legitimacy if you have gone through all the materials on this page. Bitcode AI is among the handful of trading platforms operating on the DLT technology.
The Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) ensures 100% transparency by recording all activities in the public ledger. We ensure that all the Bitcode AI trading ecosystem transactions are recorded on a public ledger.
We recommend that you check the Bitcode AI reviews on Reddit if you are still in doubt about our amazing performance track record. Thousands have jumped into the amazing money-making opportunity presented by our trading platform.
We have everything it takes to make you extremely wealthy. However, the trading results are influenced by many factors. Some of these factors may be outside our control. But this shouldn’t prevent you from trying your luck with us.
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                REGULATION AND HIGH RISK INVESTMENT WARNING:
The trading of Forex, CFDs and Cryptocurrencies is extremely speculative and carries some risk and is not suitable for everyone. There is a chance that you will lose the majority or all of your capital invested, so it is not advisable to invest money you can't afford to lose. It is your responsibility to verify and determine if the broker you're connected to is a regulated local business that adheres to local laws and regulations, and is licensed in the jurisdiction of your country and is permitted to accept clients from the region that you reside in before you open your account with the broker and begin trading using it. Be aware that the information on this website should not be taken as investment advice. Investments are speculative. If you invest your money, it is at risk. We must inform prospective buyers that the software's previous performance is not a guarantee of the future, so you shouldn't speculate with money you can't afford to lose.
 
USA A NOTICE OF REGULATION:
Option trading is not subject to regulation within the United States. Bitcode AI is not supervised or controlled by any financial institution or US agencies. Any unregulated trading activity by U.S. residents is considered unlawful. Bitcode AI does not accept customers located in the United States or holding an American citizenship.
SITE RISK DISCLOSURE:
We don't accept any liability for loss or damage arising from of the use of the information available on this website, including education material prices, charts and price quotes and analysis. Be aware of the dangers associated with trading in the financial market Do not invest more than you are willing to lose. The risk involved in investing in Forex, CFDs and Cryptocurrencies could not be suitable for everyone. We are not responsible for any trading losses you might face because of the data hosted on this site.
RETRICTIONS ON RIGHTS:
Without limiting any of the above provisions and conditions, you acknowledge that laws regarding financial contracts vary all over the world as is the responsibility of you to make sure that you are in compliance with any regulation, law or guideline in your country of residence regarding using the site. To clarify, the ability to access our Website does not suggest that our Services or the activities you conduct through the Site are legal in accordance with the law, regulations or other directives relevant to your country of residence. It is important to note that we get advertising commissions for directing users to sign up an account with one of the brokers/advertisers and/or for driving traffic to the advertiser's site. Cookies have been placed on your device to improve your experience when visiting this website. You are able to change the cookie settings from your device at any time. Your use of this website signifies that you agree to the terms of this website's Privacy Policy
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